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What if?
do you suppose
the methodically munching cow 
born, bred and fed 
for meat
do you suppose she ever 
from eyes in lowered broad head 
gazes down at stolid legs and 
sturdy hooves
do you suppose she wishes herself 
fragile, captivating form 
like deer
lucky ones—at least when living, 
free
does she wonder, just supposing, 
would I too elicit sympathy?
Mary Edwards
Flying
Flying through trees 
on a blanket of white 
we come to it.
It's frozen.
We rejoice, run, 
and then slide on it.
A loud crackle splits 
the sound of our laughter. 




Potting soil smells mingle with chlorophyll. 
Gravel crunches underfoot,
As I hide under the worktable
and listen to the wind,
billowing the greenhouse's plastic walls.
Angelia Moss
November Window
out my november window I see 
papery pods on the mimosa tree 
dry, dancing in the wind
reminiscent of rice paper lanterns 
a prayer tree
write my wishes on each little pod 
and make my dreams come true
Mary Haynes
White Mountain Morning
The clanging of the bell jarred my dreams, 
and chased my mind to reality's doorstep.
A cool stillness enveloped my head,
as a warm sleeping bag embraced my body.
I opened a reluctant eye and peered out, 
trying in vain to remember where I was. 
People, places, thoughts, feelings, 
melting together and marking my soul.
A majestic presence greets me.
No awesome grandeur of an endless horizon, 
but the honest tranquility of pine and birch, 
and the fatherly presence of mountain peaks. 
No competition from pounding surf 
or feisty gulls mocking dogfights in the sky, 
but the joyful sounds of Nature 
speaking praise for Her creator.
I quietly absorb the sights and sounds 
of the new day, until the climbing sun 
urges me to join in its celebration of 




The swirling snow landed on the roof silently, another flake, another 
blizzard. I watched as each clump of sticky flakes wound its way to the 
ground, to collide with the growing slush-pool in my driveway. I 
wouldn't be going anywhere today. I had just called Mr. Evans at the 
university and told him I was stuck at home. He told me I could come 
in whenever I was able and stated with forced maternal kindness that I 
should try to stay warm. Smiling, I thanked him for his kindness, and 
started to hang up the phone, then decided to leave it off the hook in­
stead. Looking out the window, I could see several neighborhood chil­
dren sleighing and frolicking in the snow, tossing handfulls of the wet 
stuff at each other, laughing as each ball of fluffy whiteness exploded 
harmlessly against them. One group was lying on the covered ground 
making snow-angels. Another bunch, farther off, was making a jovial 
snowman with stones for eyes. Placing my hand on the window, 1 was 
reaching out for a memory, similar things, another time. The memories 
became more vivid, until even my heart remembered. Slowly a tear 
formed in my eye, rolled down my cheek and colliding with the sill, 
splashed onto the glass. I wondered if it would freeze. I could feel the 
cold through the window as it began biting into my fingers. Lifting my 
hands from the pane, I drew the blue curtains in front of the window 
together, rubbed the thin fabric between my thumb and forefinger, sighed 
and went to get a drink.
Most of the time starting the day off with scotch is a bad idea. I 
poured the golden liquid into a crystal shot-glass, and swished it around 
in the container a second, wondering at the foam and bubbles that spun 
around inside. I took a small sip, which progressively became a healthy 
swallow and ended in an unmannerly gulp. 1 refilled the glass, attacking 
the bottle with a vengeance. This time I was brave and went straight for 
the gulp. And again. Yes, this time 1 would stay warm today.
After sitting around with the liquor in my hands for a while, I got 
bored, and in a sudden burst of ambition put my coat on and went out­
side to shovel snow off my sidewalk. I found the snow shovel in the ga­
rage behind an old bookshelf stocked with flower pots. 1 carried it 
outside and starting by my door, endeavored to clear the snow away. 
After several minutes of fervent shoveling, the shovel struck something 
metal. I bent down to see what it was and found an old watch I had lost 
some time ago. It was beaten up and rusted, the crystal broken, making 
it impossible to see the time. The watch had been a gift from my parents 
upon receiving my graduate degree, and I had been depressed for several 
days after its loss and the ensuing frantic search. I wondered that I had 
found it now shoveling the sidewalk. Looking around, I realized that in 
my slightly inebriated state I had made a wandering river of cleared
ground that snaked in odd directions around my front yard. I gave up 
the shoveling idea and shuffled back inside with the dead watch.
I hung up my jacket in the hall closet—amazing really, considering 
what a slob I usually was. I still felt cold, even inside. Building a fire in 
the fireplace would keep me occupied for a while. Funny thing about 
cold, quiet winter days like these. I always sense it isn't right, that 
something is missing, until I start the fire. The mellow, flickering glow 
of a fire filling an unlit room while flecks of ice fall from the sky. The 
sound of crackling embers, while a bone-chilling wind screams at your 
window. That's what winter is all about. 1 began to crumple up old 
newspapers to put into the fireplace. As I put each sheet into the pit I 
thought of all the lives, deaths, births, bombings, stunts, crimes, heroes, 
villains and lovers that felt so important to have a bit of their lives men­
tioned. Hell, I probably had my name in there several times. I was es­
pecially adept at classifieds. I grabbed three logs and placed them on top 
of the papers. I had taken out classifieds last summer looking for “That 
One Special Person.” It almost worked; that's how I met Chris. I struck 
a match. I remembered winter nights barely more than a month ago, 
curled up together in front of the fireplace, sharing dreams, fantasies, 
love. For the first time in many years I had been happy. We had attained 
that mystical state of understanding each other, sharing each other and 
we did all of those silly things only two people in love can enjoy. Taking 
walks through the park on autumn evenings, leaves crackling underfoot; 
staring up at the sky on a brisk October evening, picking the brightest star 
and not knowing what to wish, sharing secret pieces of our lives with each 
other. If it is true that two souls can really touch, I am convinced it 
happened with us. The rest of the world, the deadlines, the bombings, 
the elections, all of those paper people with their black and white lives 
didn't have to be taken so seriously anymore. We could laugh at them 
together, always together. That was the difference. I lit the papers. Be­
cause of what we shared, I was full o f life, I loved going to work, writing, 
and especially coming home. One evening I came home and the only 
piece of Chris I found was a hastily scribbled note telling how a family 
member was dying and needed to be visited immediately. Not a word 
since. Over a month. I sat back on my heels and watched as all those 
stories went up in smoke. My thoughts and feelings tumbled with the 
smoke, mixing, swirling. Who was it that was dying? Me?
Along about noon, after sobering up somewhat, and forcing Chris 
out of my mind for a while, I decided to write my father a letter. I hadn't 
written him in about four months and decided he'd love to hear from 
me. As a college English professor, I'm supposed to be an expert at that 
sort of thing. My father and I are not on the best of terms. We have 
rather different philosophies about almost anything the human brain can 
form an opinion on. For the sake of familial tranquility, I had limited 
my conversations with him to such important topics as the weather, the
condition of the family car, how his favorite football team was doing, and 
the number o f ricks in a cord o f Firewood. There were times when I 
would sit for hours listening to him making sage comments about the 
“human condition,” all the time nodding my head and smiling pleasantly, 
never disagreeing, never agreeing. One time, though, I think it was while 
I was in graduate school, I made the deadly mistake o f arguing with his 
decision about how I should handle my finances. Our relationship has 
deteriorated ever since. One time he even cried (for the fifth time), and 
made a desperate, useless, last moral stand hoping to save my eternal 
soul, poor man.
Well, I wrote him a letter. I told him about the snow and cold, about 
a raise I had gotten and how I hoped he was doing O.K. and all. I tersely 
recounted to him a tale of shoveling snow and finding the old watch. I 
wasn't certain whether he would praise me for actually exerting physical 
effort for a change, or curse me for breaking my watch. Probably both. 
He would probably also take it as a meaning that I didn't like the watch 
and had been unduly careless with it; he's that way. That meaning was 
usually interpreted as an insult. I told him about the kids playing outside. 
I asked him if he remembered pulling me up the hills in my sled, then 
letting me slide down. I inquired whether we had ever used stones for 
eyes for our snowmen. I paused to remember how once, when I was a 
child, we had been having a snowball fight. I had felt sorry for him be­
cause he could not run as fast as I due to a bad leg. So I had decided 
to compensate by falling down a lot; besides, it was fun. He had made 
a comment about how clumsy I was and that he didn't want to play 
anymore. He never did. I suppose maybe the next winter I was too old. 
I picked up my broken watch and put it in a drawer next to Chris' note. 
I hardly ever throw such things away.
I finished the letter, read it over and became disgusted. It was so 
shallow and uneventful, it didn't really say anything. There were so many 
things I had wanted to tell him. Hastily, I began a P.S. to really tell him 
some important things. I told him about how I disliked the present 
presidential policy on church and state, how I had written a short story 
for a porno-mag' and about Chris and me. I informed him that I planned 
on moving to New Jersey in the spring. With great satisfaction I wrote 
about what great town I was moving to, with a liberal arts college, black 
people in office, gay bars, singles bars, activist groups, pacifist groups, 
women's groups and fewer churches per capita than any other major 
eastern town. Carefully I folded the letter and slid it into an envelope. 
It hadn't stopped snowing all day, my path was covered up again, and it 
was too slick for a walk to the post office. I went into my study, reached 
up onto the top of the cabinet containing all my writings, pulled down a 
small oak box my father and I had made when I was twelve, and put this 
letter in with the rest of them. Chris would have understood.
T. Scott Thompson
Tiger's Eye Ring
Tiger's eye ring 
its mystic jewel 
images, dreams 
of power, success 
a tiger's strength 
his power, his ambition 
the fierce feline reflection.
A dream of how 
an image of why 
dark eye jewel 
tells me who am I.
Competitive, stubborn, ruthless
ambitious, persistent, merciless,
the obsession, the commitment,
entrepreneur, millionaire
the money, the fame, the power




the dreams into nightmares.
Staring into the ring
ideas enhanced, motivation increased
past errors recognized, future ones prevented
images remain, old dreams revised
old jewel and gold make new dreams arise
The ring I once loved, returns
The ring I once worshiped, forever lost.
Richard M. Ferry
College
I went away to college when I was 16. My mother sent me a little 
round-faced hand mirror. The back was covered with green moire silk. 
The handle was curved gold.
When girls are initiated into the Elysian mysteries, they're given 
a mirror. It probably stands for "Know Thyself."
Mary Haynes
Contentedly
Contentedly, my cat curls in sleep.
He doesn't understand much.
He'll never know Cars kill people and cats.
Bombs dropped can kill everything.
Smoking causes Cancer,
Cholesterol causes Heart disease,
Me! I'm enlightened by these things 
They keep me up at night.
They make me worry—Worrying causes stress 
which causes cancer, I'm sure 
He purrs on,
He dreams o f  catnip, kitty treats, and me petting his head. 
I wish I was as unenlighted.
Jamie Lambing
Alicia Wolf
Thunderstorm Seen as an Event 
o f  the Central Nervous System
Midnight,
41st & Walnut
walking the dog in the rain,
neural nets lulled
with St. Pauli Girl Dark
Missouri Gold.
Sidewalks stream 
this side of the optics.
High beams jewel.
Twigsnags whirlpool gutters.
The cyclone night 
flows thru the cortex, 
synaptic triggers 
on currents of association; 
the retinas wander 
riffles & pools, 
archipelagos o f blacktop, 
focusing rain in lamplight, 
snails in rings of reflection.
Dog sniffs
old black roots
then signs his name;
splashing across Walnut
in lightningdance & downpour,
we are shimmer fiber,
conscious filaments.
Ventral roots thunder.
Alpha waves wash cellular shores. 
The city pulses, 
nervous with sirens, 
the weather for tonight:
thunderheads of the spine, 
drum rolls
in the reptilian complex.
Gary Carson
In the UM R Library
Trying to study
on the mezzanine
in a storm ward wing
of rustles & whispers
by a window full of clouds.
Upper winds comb stratus, 
the white hair of clarity.
Petals of vapor
from creekbed & forest
bloom the cold altitudes.
As the windows stream,
I close my eyes,
sleep on the edge of the world,
a rainswept plateau
where the dark mountains are sailing.
Gary Carson
Walking Alone
Walking alone in the dark
she stops as she hears footsteps,
afraid
with pounding heart, she listens, 
silence
she resumes her walking 




she begins walking with lighter heart.
Rachel Kong
The Cave
Ernie Kolchek reached up to wipe the grime off of his goggles with 
a gloved hand, shifting the carbine carelessly in his lap, his face a blank 
mask of boredom and hot, sand-blasted fatigue. The Kossian wastes were 
endless, even from his seat in the mile-eating air-cushion vehicle that 
cruised at two-hundred miles an hour and could do three-fifty flat out.
The ACV was like a floating fortress, armored with two inches of 
plate steel and sporting a belt-fed fifty caliber machine gun on a swivel 
mount bolted to the roll cage. Each of the four men in the speeder wore 
kevlar flak jackets over their grey uniforms, black desert boots and steel 
helmets.
They were expecting trouble.
Kolchek rubbed absently at his left armpit, where the flak jacket had 
begun to give him a rash. The whine of the engine had long ago faded 
from even the remotest corners of his awareness.
“Wake up, DiSalvo,” the Sarge grunted from up front. The man in 
the back stirred and raised himself up in the seat. In the distance, 
Kolchek could see smoke rising from a lone structure, a decrepit house 
squatting like a sentinel on the sand.
The converters whined as Kolchek eased the power down, and the 
speedometer stood at thirty as the speeder approached. The Sarge and 
DiSalvo had their carbines leveled on the windows, and the fourth man 
in the speeder, the gunner, had flicked the safety off on the machine gun.
The front yard was littered with the wreckage of an ancient tractor. 
Pieces of the transmission were strewn for almost fifty feet behind it, and 
the pistons hung bent at all different angles from the block.
It had been blown apart with a rocket.
“Hey, I could have had a V-8,” DiSalvo cracked. The Sarge told him 
to shut up.
“DiSalvo, check inside. Kolchek, around back.”
There was nothing around back, Kolchek thought to himself, and the 
Sarge knew it. The place had been hit by desert raiders, and they didn't 
hang around after a massacre for hot cocoa and shuffleboard.
Kolchek had run into the raiders before, and knew what crazy bast­
ards they really were. Fearless on their one and two-man air bikes, they 
killed and died without concern or regret, raiding frontier homes for food, 
women and hydrogen fuel. Once on a patrol they had chased three of 
these animals into a thirty-foot wide gorge. They took it at two hundred 
miles an hour, twists, turns and all; the patrol slowed down to fifty, and 
had they known it, the raiders could have probably gotten away easily.
Inevitably, the lead rider brushed one of the cliff faces, although 
maybe brushed isn't such a good word for what metal does when you 
scrape it against stone at about two hundred miles per hour. Maybe ex­
ploded is a better word. When they found them, Kolchek remembered, 
there wasn't a single intact kilogram of desert raider.
“Three dead, Sarge,’’DiSalvo was saying. “Man, boy and a baby. 
And a' arm that don't seem to belong to none of 'em.” He held the arm 
up for Sarge to see.
“Put that down, you dumb redneck!” the Sarge grunted. “Check 'em 
for I.D. Kolchek and Remington, you got ambush.” The two men dis­
appeared inside.
Ambush, Kolchek knew, was a mere formality in this case. The 
Kossian desert raiders, like lightning, never struck twice in the same place, 
and certainly never attacked a Degas Army speeder without overwhelming 
numbers. The fifty caliber machine gun and a gunner could hold off a 
small army of raiders, with their shotguns and revolvers.
A competent gunner, Kolchek amended as he regarded the stony 
visage of Jack Remington. He hated Remington's guts, in spite of the 
fact that Remington had saved his life.
Kolchek thought Remington was a loudmouthed punk, and he was 
right. He also thought Remington was the best combat rifleman he had 
ever seen, and he was right about that, too.
Jack Remington had been assigned to Kolchek's team when the Army 
had been cleaning drug smugglers out of the rocky caves of Ankarr where 
they made their hideouts. Remington was a new recruit, fresh out of 
basic, but he had scored well on the shooting range and was subsequently 
appointed torch-man for the team.
The torch-man carried a flamethrower with a hydrogen fuel tank 
strapped on his back. He shot a blast down into the cave and then moved 
aside to let a two-man team go in and examine the remains. It was a 
fairly foolproof strategy, Kolchek remembered, but who would have 
thought the cave would go back so far!
The two-man team had been Kolchek and another Army grunt 
named Rigley, a grinning idiot of a man whose life was a constant head­
long flight away from responsibility.
“Who's gonna know?” he asked Kolchek when they were peeling po­
tatoes on K.P. and left some of the eyes in.
“Who's gonna know?” he asked again when he returned a jeep with 
a rod knocking because he had hot-rodded it around and didn't report 
it, an oversight that cost the Army around five thousand credits.
“Who's gonna know?” he asked as he and Kolchek stood in a cave 
in Ankarr with their flashlights on, debating about whether or not to go 
on.
“Come on, Rigley, you know the procedure. If the cave goes back 
more than a hundred yards we're supposed to radio back for the torch 
man. It'll only be another fifteen minutes or so.”
Rigley replied with an expletive. “Look, man, the Sarge isn't gonna 
fart around here while you wait for mama Jack to come and make it all
better. Now I'm goin' down to the end o' this here cave, and you can 
come or not for all of me.”
Rigley turned, walked twenty steps and got his head blown off.
The drug smugglers had been waiting just around a bend in the 
passageway, and when Rigley came into view they opened up on him with 
9mm submachineguns. They waited a moment to make sure no one else 
was coming, and that probably saved Kolchek's life.
Kolchek ran like a man possessed. He found his carbine later on that 
exact spot; he assumed he must have dropped it there, but he had no re­
collection of doing so.
He fell once, gashing his hands badly on the uneven stone. And as 
he struggled to his feet he could hear their charging footsteps behind him. 
If he had ever reached a length of the cavern that ran straight for thirty 
feet they would have had him. But as luck would have it he was still alive 
when he got within sight o f the outside.
The light was the worst part, Kolchek thought. Seeing that light up 
ahead and the silhouetted figure of Jack Remington with his 
flamethrower pointed down the passage at Ernie Kolchek and his 
pursuers. Any sane man, Kolchek thought, any sane man would have 
realized I was as good as dead and just fired anyway. If it had been me 
I would have done it. I wouldn't have even thought about it.
Yeah, that light was the worst. That light and the thoughts that were 
running through my brain. The thought that I was about to be fried up 
like a good old fashioned hamburger on Dad's outdoor grill. Just serve 
me up with a side of fries and a coke, by gosh. I'm about to die.
That's what was running through my mind at the time.
But you see, Kolchek thought, I hadn't counted on old Jack 
Remington. He never used his flamethrower on that fateful day when 
private Rigley put one over on the Degas Armed forces. He just laughed, 
that terrible laugh that I still hear in my nightmares sometimes when I 
wake up soaking with cold sweat. He laughed and let go, he let go of the 
flame nozzle, and from somewhere came up with a sawed-off pump 
shotgun, I remember, and even though I was too scared to do anything 
halfway smart like fall on my face or get to the side, Jack didn't care. 
No, old Jack just fired four times in about two seconds, laughing the 
whole while and when the smoke cleared there were four dead smugglers 
laying on the floor of that cave.
Yeah, Kolchek thought, but that wasn't the crazy part. The crazy 
part was afterwards, when I turned around and saw that the smugglers 
were dead, and then turned back and saw Jack Remington looking down 
the passage at me, shotgun in hand and one shell left in the chamber. I 
don't know how I knew it, but what I saw then I'll swear on a stack of 
Bibles was true and go to my grave believing it.
I would see it in his eyes, even though I know how crazy it sounds, 
I could see in his eyes, he was thinking about using that last shell on me.
Like maybe just for the fun of it, or maybe he was mad because I almost 
got him killed. You never know with a guy as crazy as that, but I watched 
him make a decision, and when he put the gun back in its holster I know 
what that decision was.
“That was close,” I said lamely. I said it because I was scared and 
because I had to say something to thank him. But I'll never forget what 
he said in reply, or the way he said it.
He said, “You're a dead man, Kolchek. Every day after this is pure 
gravy. Remember that.” And then he turned and walked off.
“Private! We're moving out!” The Sarge's voice brought Kolchek out 
of his reverie, and he started back towards the speeder, his carbine slung 
on his back. DiSalvo was telling another joke and the Sarge was 
grimacing like a boiled fish, probably thinking about the paperwork he 
would have to fill out on the raid.
But Jack Remington, he just sat there, his back against the padded 
gunner's chair, finger resting lightly on the trigger, and slowly the speeder 
pulled away from the burning wreck that had been a homestead.
Mark Henderson
Blue Eyes
Her blue eyes glisten.
The smile flees her face.
She fights the tears for him: 
Lost--not forgotten.
She begins to cry.
I stand by, alone. 
Thinking of options.
Can she forget the pain? 
A joke-designed to 
ease some of her sorrow.
Her voice, once sweetness, 
cracks as does her heart. 
Her face turns red as 
her eyes. Pretending 
all is well. Lying.
Her blue eyes twinkle, 
color fills her cheeks. 
Smiles—bridge the awkward, 
as the joy returns 




She walked alone 
sunglasses shading 
the beauty of her soul
Alan Papen
Caroline
Her head bobs in the water 
up and down like a buoy 
as she swims in closer.
Her shoulders appear 
and her tan skin glistens 
as her white swim suit 
rises above the waves.
The water for an instant 
caresses her breasts.
She takes a step forward 
with the water smoothly 
rolling off her body.
She walks out of the water 
gently swaying her hips.
She lies on her towel
and spreads her suntan lotion.
Greg Nichelson
Why No Me?
A room full o f paintings, drawings, photographs 
And where am I?
Not a single, solitary image o f me adorns your walls.
And you say I'm in your heart, your mind, your soul?
Then why no pictures of me?
I was the one working while you created them 
I was the one working at a job I hated so you could 
grow fat on my food
I was the one who bought the paint and the charcoal and 
the canvas and the time
Why are there no images of me?
Why Cat & Christina & Jennifer & Kim?
Why their tits & bellies & pussies & arms & faces 
staring out at me
Saying fool fool fool that your are 
We know why there are no pictures of you.
You're nothing but the woman with the pocketbook of money
the woman with the arms full of groceries
the woman that I come to from my other women
when I am hard
and I know I need to take you
Mary Haynes
Sandro Botticelli's Birth of Venus was painted sometime after 1482, 
shortly after its sister painting Primavera. They were done for Lorenzo 
di Pierfrancesco de' Medici, second cousin of Lorenzo the Magnificent. 
The illumination is directed leftward in Venus and rightward in 
Primavera; the ventilation, rightward and leftward, respectively. This may 
suggest they were intended to hang on opposite walls of the same room.
Venus, the Roman goddess of beauty, was born after Saturn, god of 
agriculture, who was castrated and his genitals dropped into the sea. She 
emerged full grown and, in the painting, the wind gods are blowing her 
toward the Hour waiting on shore to clothe her. Although her body parts 
are out of proportion in many places, including the neck, shoulders and 
feet, Botticelli's use of line enhances not this fact, but her exquisite 
beauty.
(The descriptive facts above were taken from History of Italian Ren­
aissance Art by Frederick Hartt, published in 1969 by Harry N. Abrams, 
New York.)
Birth o f  VetlllS by Katherine A. Stone
Modest Venus, 
unknowing as the 
cattails, blown from 
the womb which bore her— 
foam and Saturn's groin.
Each golden strand 
enhances, protects 
her modesty;
Each curve serves to 
define temperance.
Her vessel the 
cockle, ribbed and sure, 
resting not in 
but on, carrying 
newly-formed cargo.
In the eyes shine 
dignity, the brows 
innocence, but 
perserverence flows 
from pale lips and chin.
The Hour is nigh 
laureled and waiting 
to enrobe and 
adorn the beauty, 
waving the mantle.
Serpentine neck 
wafts skyward to show 
preeminence, 
born of beautiful 
elongated limbs.
Scurrying buds 
hasten to join the 
ceremony, 
impatience in flight, 
befriended by gods.
Each flange gently 
encloses her heart, 
where charity 
does abide, also 
letting some earthward.
Intertwined as 
siblings or lovers, 
light and darkness, 
winged exhalers 
serve earth her goddess.
Canopy shades 
the rest from viewing 
but peaks of waves 
point the way so the 
world can see her grace
Fun in the Sun
The Ozark language isn't on the face of it, any different than other 
forms of English. We just have an accent, and say things like “I'll not” 
instead of “I won't,” “pillow” instead of “pillar” and “pillar” instead of 
“pillow.” Everybody gets used to these things and we know7 what all a 
person means most of the time. If you put “tire” on the roof and “tars” 
on your car, your won't confuse anybody south of the Gasconade River 
a bit, because they have that kind, easy friendship with words that makes 
Ozarkians talk like they were lazily pitching horseshoes.
What amazes me is the inventiveness Ozark people show with words 
that are strange to their vocabulary and have to be caught up and shod 
in order to be used. I know a lady who crochets “Africans,” which is kind 
of mind-boggling, and my mother-in-law had a neighbor who owned a 
“cockerel Spaniard dog,” had a son who had “black anguish cattle,” and 
another who was a “highway petroleum.”
This freedom with the language is pretty much a trademark of the 
Ozarks and people from other states who use it have borrowed it from 
us, with the intention of returning it later, maybe. A lady who was more 
into description than medical accuracy, told me that her relative had had 
a “cerbal hermage” of the heart and was put on “auction.” That startled 
me a lot and I had to go home and think about it.
A neighbor shot at a turkey and was pretty sure he'd blown its head 
off, but when he went to pick it up it was gone. It beat him how this had 
happened, and he told me “this should be in the world's book of 
genius.” His father corrected him. “You mean the world's book of 
Genesis, son.”
I personally like the separate sounds of language and like the differ­
ent ways people talk. We're not all disc jockeys here and it's all right to 
sound like ourselves. A guy who had a junk store once thumped an end 
table with his fist and told me that “this thing is solid as the rock of 
Ge-Gabriel.” Another friend of mine described his brother as “sober as 
a jug when he run over that service station pump.” Making things short 
and to the point is important to hill people, as with my friend who told 
me about his wife's pacemaker. “Heck, the woman's run by electric,” he 
told me in wonder.
My three favorite pieces of machinery are the “bullnozer,” the 
“back-hole digger” and the “row-tiller,” all of which make a lot of sense 
to me, although they might throw an editor of newspapers. You say 
things in this part of the country as you think they should sound, and I 
can only hope that editors can figure it out. My wife has an aunt who 
claims she has “very close veins.” Maybe she does. All I know is that 




Every day as I walk out into the conservative world, 
In my home, on the back o f a cluttered shelf, 
behind some dogeared books and a dead plant,
Oh, and some papers I really should file,
There I set the her I don't want 
This conservative world to know.
You see, she is a Lesbian
Here on the shelf she is safe and she is aware of this. 
As soon as I get home from the Conservative world,
I take down the Lesbian from the shelf.
We become reunited, until tomorrow.




A faint strawberry scent 
Slowly overpowers the sulfur 
Smell of the match 
The candle's flame licks 
Higher and higher.
The images of strange animals 
Dance on the wall.
Wax spills over the edge 
Hardening as it crawls 
Across the desk.
A tiny string of smoke 
Climbs to the ceiling 
Where its ascent is stopped. 
The candle burns low 
The flame flickers 
As its last breath is spent. 
Silence
As darkness fills the room.
Brian Scott
The A rt o f Sun-Setting: An Editorial Prose Poem
A man who never looks into a newspaper is better informed than he who 
reads them; inasmuch as he who knows nothing is nearer to truth than he 
whose mind is filled with falsehoods and errors.
Thomas Jefferson
Take a meandering walk sometimes, instead of eating lunch. Now 
that is one habit-obliterating substitution that only a wretched slave to 
gravity would rationalize away. Another challenge to the snares of 
modern living is to supplant the evening news. Civilized cultures from 
the time of Adam have observed the departure of day into night with 
some attentive ritual, but this generation contemplates the vacuum tube 
during that key moment with as much regularity as a Benedictine monk 
chanted Vespers. Viewers soak up the rumors of war, goosed NASDAQ 
scores, and military lies about lagging mega-kill capabilities, until no 
chance remains to observe what is at least as real and propaganda free. 
So why not watch the Sun set, instead of the TV set?
First there is the question of just how long is a sunset?—if it can be 
said to set at all. Apparent cosmology tells us noon til dark: an ex­
hausting definition. At the other extreme is the five minutes the Sun 
takes to drop once it has touched the horizon. The serious sunset gazer 
gives sufficient time to the process. A vantage point, like a rooftop or a 
hill with a friendly tree to sit under, can be reached just before the Sun 
ceases to be dazzling. Say, three fingers over the horizon or in minutes 
fifteen, roughly.
There is much worth doing: twist the spine gently, settle into an 
upright position, widen the eyes. The wind diminishes as any sailor once 
becalmed will remember. Three blackbirds fly towards the West, snap­
ping their wings together in a barely audible: “tiptiptip.” Trees visibly 
soften. Monet with his five canvases for each seven minute interval could 
not quite capture the elusive radiations, but tranquilly indrawn breath 
will absorb the subtle receding light. Old Buckminster Fuller tells of the 
experiment to detect the revolving of the earth. When the Sun is a 
finger-width over the horizon, still eyes held still can see the great globe 
turning us slowly, swiftly towards darkness.
As the Sun becomes tangent to the earth, silence grows in strength. 
This quiet ideally extends beyond the Sun's vanishing, the rarest moment 
being when the fire glints its direct last. Offer the day. Accept the night. 
Receptivity at this point is talisman against a fearful 4 a.m., though our 
neolithic ancestors probably felt more chilly trepidation than faithful de­
light, what with sabre-tooth tigers stalking their dreams.
I am reminded o f one of the most spectacular sunsets of my life-not 
the burning clouds of crimson in the iron-dust sky of Gary, Indiana,
though that was pyrotechnically sublime. This day was as mild as a 
summer weatherman would dare predict. Seven quiet souls, strangers to 
each other mainly, rimmed a sand dune bluff. The sea sparkled gently 
and the clouds glowed in a vortex of lumious pastels. The very instant 
the Sun was shining its last, one of the number jumped up and bellowed 
to his friend George back at the camp, “GEORGE! GIT OVER HERE. 
THIS SUNSET S WORTH TWO MILLION BUCKS!” Thus do I count 
myself a rich man.
And the events of sunset are hardly over when the Sun goes down. 
Venus pops brightly into the sky. Clouds increasingly reflect hues from 
lavender to rose with no gray that is not a subtle shade o f blue. (Much 
of what we take for gray, being a blue anyway.) Columns o f red and even 
green light will sometimes erupt from below the horizon and into the 
stratosphere. Eventually all light withdraws from the East, moves 
hemispherically across the zenith, and then collapses gradually towards 
the point the Sun departed.
Meantime the yellow Moon kindles, or maybe has been following the 
whole proceeding. The first evening star lights the midheaven. According 
to some ancient traditions, the sunset is not completed until three stars 
can be counted; or better, name the Watchers: red Antares low in the 
South, blue Vega at the top, orange Arcturus near the disappearing trail 
of the Sun. And that is about as easy as that game gets. The temperature 
drops. The sunset is finished, but why not just wait around to see blazing 
meteors fall through the sky, Pegasus vault out of the East, and the arc- 




His wavy grey hair shot through with 
resilient strands of midnight blackness. 
Piercing silver eyes always searching 
to gaze into spaces of infinite darkness.
Start in a corner of an infinite room 
Follow a wall until a door is found. 
Footsteps trailing behind groping hands 
In ceaseless motion, back and around.
A smile lingers of joys long past.
Memories collide, dreams hold fast. 
Tumultuous thoughts, spinning and whirring. 
Joining, breaking in death's flawless dance.
Old lungs heavy with air.
Determination quickens the pace.
A shuffled foot, who goes there?
A wife, a child a dream to embrace?
Once again to feel a child's fright.
Wrinkled hands grope in the night.
A whispered scream, a too sudden start. 
Touching the life of a not so distant heart.
Start in a corner of an infinite room.
Walk towards the night, make no sound.
A soul's last chance to gaze at the moon.




The idiot box shell bursts.
Sync, deflection circuits flare.
Mixers and oscillators hiss while 
an electron beam spirals the cracked tube 
like the ghost of a television preacher 
flickering the lens of a cataract.
Volume dead, the century dies, 
an electrostatic wheeze of zero.
The oscilloscope loses its heartbeat, 
downlinks and minicams their connections. 
Talking heads, born-again fundraisers, 
senators, detergents, wheels of fortune 
dwindle to a point and vanish.
II
Now it is quiet, 
no fadeouts, time-frames, 
cycles of synthetic crisis.
The commentators are gone, 
no one else in the house.
How loud the sun shines!
Leaves shape wind without hurry.
Roots vein, granite seeps, 
clouds gather rain.
The crowds come and go 
like sunrise, moonfall.




I  Am Candle








red pulses my 
flame
erotically dances




cool to opaque pools





If it were not for that ancient volume in the library of this small 
town, none o f what follows would have taken place. I sit alone now, 
trying to piece together events to make them fit and have sane, correlated 
meaning. Of the affair, it is certain that two people are already dead; 
their deaths due to that archaic edition. I can only pray that more will 
not die, including myself, and that the book will stay safely in its vault.
How the text got into a small Illinois town of eighteen-hundred 
people, Vernon, Illinois, is a mystery in itself. The covers of the worn, 
greying book contained a line of weird hieroglyphic symbols on the front 
that no one, not even the best professors from the Illinois universities in 
the area (including the most-respected Professor Farber from Chicago) 
could uncover its meaning. That is, until Conelly had.
Warren Conelly was a good associate of mine as we were both inter­
ested in studying the ancient folklore and myths of several cultures. 
Conelly was well educated and held a master's in literature and made a 
fine living lecturing at various colleges and fine arts institutions on the 
subject of folklore and its tie-ins to weird fiction. Something had hap­
pened a few years ago, though, that caused our friendship to change. 
Conelly always had a deep fascination with the occult aspects o f his 
folklore research. His main interest was in the area of sacrificial cults 
which, he came across in his studies, date back before any known records 
of prehistoric life forms, human or sub-human.
Three years ago, the library on the Vernon town square came into 
possession of that strange book with its unknown contents and language. 
Conelly became obsessed and began to spend hours in the basement 
portion of the library where the book was kept, convinced he could de­
cipher it. One evening, a few months after the volume had been placed 
in the library, I received a call from Conelly asking me to come to his 
residence. I detected a hasty, uneasy tone in his voice.
I arrived as soon as possible. Warren greeted me at the door, half- 
excited and half-frightened. He told me he had spent another afternoon 
at the library; today had been different, though. He had uncovered the 
book's symbolic language!
The book, Conelly claimed, appeared to be a manual, albeit ancient, 
used for rituals in which unnamed spiritual forms could be summoned. 
The symbolism on the cover, Co nelly had discovered, translated into 
English words the phrase, “darkened gateway.”
At first, I began to share Conelly's anxious enthusiasm to know more 
about the volume's secrets, many of which I dare not repeat on paper. 
Conelly uncovered the steps for the process of the main ritual. The one 
important step, the book revealed, is that in order to be the cult master 
and have the power to conduct the ceremonies in a proper fashion, one
individual had to sacrifice a living object in order to bring “those who 
await through the passage,” meaning the darkened gateway. The only 
way a master reign of the cult could be earned by another is to sacrifice 
a living object of higher life value than the previous master had done.
The next afternoon, as Conelly steadily deciphered more of the text, 
he became very unnerved. The book stated that the major achievement 
of the rituals involved a total o f three sacrifices required in order to open 
the gateway and bring forth whatever hellish creations the brittle pages 
described. I slowly began to feel an uneasiness and feared where this 
situation would take Conelly and me. He stopped deciphering for the 
evening and we spent the majority of it at his home discussing what to 
do with the text that no one should be allowed to read. We both agreed 
on the idea of going to the library again that next afternoon to inquire 
where the frightening text had been found.
Mrs. Miller, the librarian, sat at her typewriter taking care of various 
inter-library loans on order. She was in her forties with brown hair and 
hazel eyes. As Conelly and I approached the counter, we tried not to 
show any fear or excitement over what we knew. We then asked her 
where the ancient volume had been discovered. In reply, she told us that 
it had been found in an old, rundown cabin in the woods near the old 
Starr place out on Lane Road.
Both Conelly and I tried, mostly in vain, to conceal our fears. The 
Starr family was one of a few around Vernon that were considered odd 
due to their beliefs and practices in the occult. Most of their family had 
died under strange conditions several decades ago and there were only 
three remaining members of the family line; one, Henry Starr, still lived 
on the property consisting of a decaying three-story farmhouse on several 
hundred acres of wooded land.
Rumors were numerous about the Starr place. People passing by 
claim to have heard strange, indescribable sounds, sounds not made for 
the human vocal chords to utter. John Hartley, a nature enthusiast, had 
hiked by the house once the previous summer at dusk. He swore he heard 
strange chants coming from within the woods in back of the large house 
and thought he could make out dancing flames and figures swaying 
through the dense trees. Now, though, he dismissed it as diffused light 
from a setting sun.
Also over the years, since the Starr family had settled in this area o f 
Illinois, many cases of livestock disappearances had been recorded. These 
disappearances ranged from small poultry to many cattle, and on a few 
accounts, horses. These reports came in from all over Cass County, but 
none of the livestock disappearances were ever solved.
Now, Warren and I were in a bind over deciding the right actions to 
take about what we had learned. After much indecision and some slight 
bickering, we arrived at the decision o f venturing that Friday evening to 
the Starr place to try to find a connection between the disappearances o f
livestock, the old volume, and discover if they were correlated to the land 
around the property. We both agreed we had gotten ourselves into pos­
sible danger over ancient secrets that neither o f us should know o f and 
still be able to live without having our lives taken away or going mad.
Needless to say, I was slowly becoming more repulsed with Conelly 
because he seemed to enjoy the situation, although he was clearly as 
frightened as 1 was. I, myself, was in the situation too deep now, though, 
to be able to back out. I, as well as Warren, knew too much. Neither 
of us, though, realized the extent to which this horror would take us.
A traditional full moon rose that Friday evening. As we drove out 
towards the Starr property, we parked my old Impala along a weedy side 
road about a quarter-mile away. The moon, although full, was only oc­
casionally visible; it remained mostly shrouded in thick, darkened clouds. 
Conelly and I agreed we would circle out and around the back o f the 
house. A s we walked, the ground seemed very damp and soft, giving way 
to our footfalls which left thick imprints behind us.
As we were drawing closer to the dense forest behind the Starr house, 
we glimpsed brilliant flames, like those described by John Hartley, peek­
ing in and out between the crowded branches. Within a dozen yards 
more, we could hear a guttural sound that pierced both our souls. 
Among the indescribable speech, Warren froze and asked me if I had 
heard the two words; I unfortunately recognized them through the rough 
speech to be the two most important words Warren's translation had 
uncovered: darkened gateway!
We were almost to the clearing when we saw bent, misshapen figures 
moving, twisting, and swaying back and forth in rhythmic motions to the 
horrid chant. A ll the figures, maybe a dozen, started speaking as the first 
figure had in that same strange, guttural tongue. As we reached a large 
berry shrub at the edge o f the clearing, I fought to suppress a scream.
First, let me describe the ungodly setting before us. The ground of 
the area in the clearing was coal-black and oval in form spanning about 
fifteen yards in circumference. Massive stone pillars o f unknown ge­
ometric shape were spread about in a strange pattern, as if to form a cu­
rious symbol through their positioning. In the center was a pit with what 
appeared to be a stone platform or table rising out o f  it. The table had 
many small pock marks, creating a rough surface. There were also dried 
crimson patches o f various sizes I took to be blood, which made me 
shudder even more.
Suddenly, as mentioned in the old volume, the cult leader appeared 
and as we drew a little closer, we both became shocked. The so-called 
worshippers weren't human! The figures were very twisted in shape and 
covered with strange fleshy polyps. There were several indentions o f  what 
appeared to be oral cavities on each of the creatures where a normal hu­
man face would be! The mouths were uttering that strange, ancient 
tongue both Warren and I recognized from the “darkened gateway” vol-
ume, “la! Ysonome ynet yneves ponscet teth, la, Noygor!” The book 
had revealed Noygor to be the most supreme, hellish creation that could 
be summoned forth from the gateway.
The cult master was the only one who appeared to be human...or at 
least in human form. He made strange, wild gestures in the air with his 
hands as if making some sort of significant signs. Then, with one final 
motion of his hands, three of the creatures brought forth an unconscious 
woman through the trees. I could see her face clearly and she was not 
recognizable to me as a local citizen. The woman was carried over to the 
slab and laid prostrate on the surface.
On the woman's back, the master took the blade in his hand and in 
the center, delicately carved a sign, a single eye enclosed by rays which 
seemed to eminate from it.
She then was rotated onto her back and the cult master put down the 
blade and picked up what appeared to be a clay gourd. In the gourd was 
some thick, black substance which was placed at specific points on the 
woman's body, similar to the sign the great stone pillars seemed to create 
in their positions.
Suddenly, the master spoke a few more words in the book's tongue 
and all the creatures began screaming loudly. The table on which the 
woman's body rested slowly began to rise. Both Warren and I stared 
open-mouthed as a dark, cloudlike whirlwind came down through the 
trees and halted, positioned six feet above the unconscious woman's form 
on the slab that stopped moving. What was strange, though, about the 
whirlwind was that none of the trees, nothing around it swayed as if 
normally moved by wind force. The things were the only mobile images 
as they chanted and shouted while dancing insanely as if praising the 
whirlwind, their many mouths moving.
The whirlwind then began to thin out and an opening appeared 
above the woman! It was shortly thereafter Warren and I broke out in 
frantic scrambles for the parked Impala up the road. It is very difficult 
to describe what we both saw as we only saw what appeared to be the 
head and appendage of an uncanny creature resembling a form of insect 
ancestry. Before turning away, we both saw it reach for the woman on 
the slab much like a praying mantis reaches for its food. As we ran, the 
now conscious woman's screams were the only sound to fill the night air, 
being much louder than the chanting of the inhuman forms and the cult 
master.
We raced across the acres o f dense forest, the moonlight flashing 
down at us through the branches with its light directed on us in mockery. 
In running, our imaginations took over as we both sensed we had been 
discovered and were being pursued by the ungodly things and that 
abominable creation, Noygor.
Warren and I reached the Impala; I immediately had it started and 
we made the eight-mile drive back to Vernon in record time. I drove
Warren to his home and we both went in for coffee. We were extremely 
exhausted and talked about the previous events. Neither of us knew 
whether or not we were safe and since Warren's house was on the very 
edge of Vernon, and surrounded by trees, we stirred at every sound out­
side the house.
Within a few hours, the sun rose to our most grateful greetings. Both 
Warren and I felt more calm now, although the vivid imagery of the en­
counter the night before still held thought in our minds. I returned home 
to get some rest after making sure Warren would be fine. He mentioned 
he had some correspondence to take care of and had no interest in going 
back to town to study that accursed tome in the library. I felt a little 
more relieved at hearing his decision on this, although intuition told me 
all was not right.
That evening, my premonitions proved correct. I received a call from 
Warren. He was hysterical and claimed he could hear the things through 
the trees outside in back of his house! I tried to calm him over the line 
but he kept insisting the sounds were drawing closer. After a few more 
moments of this, the line went dead.
Immediately, I jumped into the Impala and raced across town to his 
house. I pulled into the driveway and there in front of me was his Escort 
halfway out of the garage, the headlights on and motor running. Fearing 
what I might find, I took my loaded revolver I keep in the glove com­
partment and slowly, with caution, removed myself from the Impala and 
approached Warren's car. There were no sounds or disturbances in the 
air.
My mind almost shut down to save my sanity when I looked in the 
Escort's driver's seat. Warren was slouched down in the seat, eyes open 
with a wild, mortified look of genuine terror engraved upon his face. I 
knew what he had seen! For on Warren's face were many v-shaped marks 
or slits much like those found on an unidentifiable girl's body as reported 
by the town doctor a few days later. Warren's skin was pale and I realized 
there was no blood left in his form.
One last item has haunted me until now. Although so far they have 
not come for me, I have been very cautious at night. Now in my home, 
I've become a night person and sleep during the day in order to try to 
keep alive a little longer before IT reaches me-T know too much. In the 
Escort, everything other than Warren's corpse seemed normal except for 
the windshield. Amidst the fogged glass surface, apparently from 
Warren's breath before his demise, about three clear inches in circumfer­
ence was “fingered-in” a tracing of that solitary eye, staring at me.
Steve Rist
Steve Rist
Waiting fo r  Words
Faceless walls 
Cold and impassive 
Why do I talk 
When they only ignore me 
Always searching 
But never looking 




There is an emptiness in housework 
a mindlessness
a boundlessness o f repeated tasks 
a stealing of time 
a sweeping of gossamer selves
into oblivion




The sun comes strolling early over the rolling waves,
Bringing costal breezes to blow warm colors into the palms. 
Teeming waters tug incessantly at awakening beaches,
Morning joggers skip barefoot on newly washed sand,
And seagulls play tag on thermals in the sky.
But the sun never oversleeps behind icy mountain peaks, 
Getting lost shuffling through hills o f golden leaves;
And there are no crisp clear frosty mornings,
No bright Monet paintings growing tall in the midday light, 
And no glowing valleys aflame with the fire of the setting sun.
The noon high sun burns white and hot,
Sending frenzied rays to bake a golden glaze on lithe bodies 
Muggy heat waves create mosaics of clouds and sky,
Surfers search for that perfect wave,
And dolphins leap frog over low watery hills.
But the sunlight never dances through brittle icicle forests, 
Bringing sparkling laughter to a stark white land;
And there are no crisp clear frosty mornings,
N o bright Monet paintings growing tall in the midday light, 
And no glowing valleys aflame with the fire of the setting sun.
The sinking sun becomes a brilliant fiery blur,
At the edge of the world where sky and water merge.
Orange flavored cotton candy floats on barges in the sky, 
Drowsy sailboats admire each other's painted silhouettes,
And sandcrabs perform staccato dances on low tide sand.
But the hiding sun never peaks from under a cold gray sky, 
warming weary hearts by suddenly burning bright;
And there are no crisp clear frosty mornings,
N o bright Monet paintings growing tall in the midday light, 
And no glowing valleys aflame with the fire of the setting sun.
James Edward Steck
Morning Glory
I wish that I could freeze the dawn, 
and make it last forever.
That deep blue sky,
and Pacific Northwest morning air,
fill eyes and lungs with joy!
I rise and greet this waking day.
A heavy dew has sleepsack moist- 
soon a fence and morning sun 
will have it dry once more.
Fresh coffee's call drifts down from cookhouse 
and jumpstarts those who reveled in the stars 
till past the midnight hour.
Stately firs are backlit by the morning light, 
as sun struggles to climb above the forest's crown. 
A gentle breeze catches water's surface, 
and tiny waves come tripping in to shore.
The wave crests catch the morning light; 
a thousand silver suns soon dance upon the water. 
The voice of nature Fills the air!
Birds, and breeze, and bubbling water, 
burst with praise in early morning celebration. 
They sing a song which I sing, too.
And if the dawn could only last,
I'd sing it all day through.
Mike Sinnett
